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the package contains an excellent manual which discusses the rules in great detail. this manual had not been fully tested at the time of this review, however the first
hour of play involving a dutchman and the russians was very, very intense. the rules: along with the manual, there is a cardstock rule sheet which follows the pc rules
set, and contains all the same rules but as charts. you also have a tactical cardstock handout with the maps and the general rules for the part of the game that you are
playing in the box. the map, while beautiful, is lacking a couple of the graph symbols as described below. finally, you have four skill cards and four target areas. if you
are like me and love german wargaming the next two cards in the box are going to be two of the best in the box. playwargames are exactly what i wish that i was
playing. they are fast games, especially due to the fact that there is nothing that needs to be pulled off the table. however, there is also nothing that should prevent
them from being played in tournaments. overall, i was very impressed with this game. it is incredibly well designed, the components are top-notch, and the writing and
scenario design are the best i have seen in the pc setting. the only real down side to the game is the map, which could be easily fixed. there is no computer network at
all. this makes it very difficult to do any interlocking, as you have no way to wait for other players to move. a minor issue, i know, but still one that seemed to screw up
a lot of my fun. harriet brown and phil pratt rule this scenario.
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while most naval historical game tend toward a realism / cartoony skeuomorphism approach, cmano embraces the hard, realistic look of mid-late 1960s technology
and ships. the original harpoon models were nicely handsome, but this new model is a truly beautiful piece of work. cmano's model quality and detail is astounding.

player-designed ships are even a minimum-collectable by the core set proper. but even with the beauty of the ships' model and and the game's comprehensive tech-
tree, your attention will be directed to the game's "systems" approach to simulating naval combat. cmano is a game whose focus is on the details of combat and

operation rather than the traditional personalities of "personality" or role-playing. the question i'm most frequently asked by new players is: 'what do i do with this?' it's
the one thing that most of my readers have yet to determine for themselves. when i was first introduced to cmano, i honestly didn't understand it. i'd never even

heard of air-to-air or air-to-ground missiles, and aircraft carriers that don't have carriers. i found the manuals - which are also powerful and comprehensive, by the way
- to be confusing and kind of bewildering. my real reason for mentioning all that is simple: it seems to me that the biggest (and most effective) roadblock to entry for

new players is that they don't understand what cmano covers. so i'll take this opportunity to emphasize how accessible the game is. if i could sum up my experience of
cmano in a single sentence, it would be this: "cmano is a command, control and coordination game that simplifies many aspects of naval and air war - but not air-to-air
or air-to-ground airpower." anyone can pick up a copy of cmano, read the manual, download the engine and try it out. you'll be able to run a couple of scenarios, select

your options, go to the menu, and, in no time at all, take to the seas in game. where the game can be tough is the first time you download the engine and hit the
"start" button. 5ec8ef588b
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